**ARENA USE GUIDELINES**

Help us keep a safe, fun and healthy environment for everyone by following the facility guidelines and respecting other visitors and staff.

- For your safety, surveillance cameras may be operating in this facility to deter and / or detect criminal activity. The collection of recorded camera images is authorized under section 33 © of the Freedom of and Protection of Privacy Act (FOIP). If you have any questions about this surveillance contact the Facility Foreman by calling 311.
- Please pay your admission, or scan your pass at the information counter prior to entering the swimming pool, fitness centre or other amenities.
- Protect your belongings by securing them in a locker. Small lockers are available in the lobby of facilities for wallets, keys or jewelry. Remember, the City is not responsible for any personal belongings so please leave all valuables at home.
- Use of cellular phones, PDA’s, cameras, and other recording devices is restricted in City of Edmonton Recreation Facilities. With staff permission, these devices are permitted for taking photos in public areas such as the pool, lobby, arena, gymnasium, courts, class rooms, and party rooms. Permission by everyone who may be recognizable in the photos must be given. Taking pictures in locker rooms and washrooms is against the law.
- Persons deemed under the influence of alcohol or drugs will not be allowed into the facility.
- A person with a communicable disease, infection, open lesions or those who have been so instructed by a physician or regional health authority are not permitted to use the facility.
- As a smoke free building, smoking is not permitted within 5 meters of the front doors or any intake system.
- Service animals are welcome in this facility, pets are not permitted.
- Skateboarding, in-line skating or cycling is not permitted within the facility.

**To help us maintain a safe facility**

- All dressing rooms will now be locked prior to the arrival of all groups. Please contact our Arena Staff to sign out a dressing room key for your assigned room. While you are on the ice please lock your dressing room. After your ice time is done and your group has exited the dressing room please lock your room and return the key to the Arena Attendant.
- Before the ice resurfer begins to complete a flood, coaches and instructors are asked to remove all items from the top of the rink boards and have all players exit the players’ boxes. Players and coaches are not to enter the players’ boxes until the ice resurfer gates are closed.
- Report a facility deficiency or emergency situation to the Facility Attendant immediately.
- Running and warm ups are restricted to non-public areas. Ask the Facility Attendant if space is available.
- Stick play is permitted only on the ice.
- Air horns and other excessive noise making items must be left at home.
- Children must be supervised at all times.

**To help us keep our facility clean**

- Chewing tobacco, sunflower seeds and spitting is prohibited in all areas of the facility.
- City of Edmonton approved portable skate sharpeners are only permitted and used in designated areas.
- Liquid gas cylinders are not permitted on site.

Our Facility Attendant is the final authority on the condition and care of the rink surface. For the safety of all, they have the authority to ask participants /spectators who do not follow the rules to leave.

Thank you for being a responsible arena user.